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Welcome + Introduction

WELCOME

Thank you for joining us today!
3x3 was selected as an independent consultant to colead and facilitate the 70 Mulberry St. Community
Visioning Process.

Priyanka Jain

Isabella Gady

Megan Marini

Judy Chen

Jinyi Li

FIRE IN JANUARY 2020

In January 2020, the five-story brick
building on 70 Mulberry Street was
severely damaged by a five-alarm
fire destroying the top three floors
and displacing its five tenants.
Source: MoCA

COMMUNITY VISIONING PROCESS - OVERVIEW

As part of its efforts to rebuild 70 Mulberry St., the
City has launched and a 90-day community
visioning process to gather public input and explore
options for the future of the site and explore
options and identify alignment across stakeholder
groups about the rebuilding process.

A PLACE FOR THE COMMUNITY

Through programs and services offered by its tenants, 70 Mulberry St. has played a pivotal role in
shaping Chinatown’s local community character and fostered a sense of pride.
Through preserving and
presenting history,
heritage, culture and
diverse experiences of
people of Chinese
descent in the United
States

By providing moving
experiences in AsianAmerican history through
contemporary dance,
artistic creation, arts
education, and
presentation.

By empowering Asian
American, immigrant,
and low-income
communities in New
York City with access
resources they need to
thrive

Through providing
educational and athletic
programs to develop
leadership, responsibility,
and teamwork

By supporting new
immigrants and first time
job seekers with the
necessary tools to
enhance their
employability

THE MAYOR'S COMMITMENT

In July 2020, the City of New York:
- announced $80 million in funding to rebuild
70 Mulberry Street,
- launched a three-months Community
Visioning Process to gather public input
about the future of the site, and
- promised all previous tenants to return to
their previous business home
- a protective covering was installed in
October

70 MULBERRY ST. ADVISORY COMMITTEE
To support this process, an Advisory Committee was formed consisting of
the building’s tenants:

and representatives appointed by Congresswoman Nydia Velázquez,
Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer, State Senator Brian Kavanagh,
State Assemblywoman Yuh-Line Niou, Councilmember Margaret Chin, and
Manhattan Community Board 3.
3x3 Design has been chosen as an independent consultant to co-lead and
facilitate the Community Visioning Process with the aim to goal to ensure
inclusion and transparency.
The process has been initiated by the City of New York.

COMMUNITY VISIONING PROCESS - OVERVIEW
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COMMUNITY VISIONING PROCESS GOALS
The goal of the project was to ensure an inclusive and representative
community visioning process with the objectives to:
-

Identify and evaluate existing and future community needs and aspirations
from the community’s perspective
Identify and assess existing concerns about the 70 Mulberry Street
rebuilding process
Surface, consider, and assesses pros and cons of proposed strategies
Steward and foster trust and dialogue amongst diverse stakeholder groups
Combine different ideas into a feasible vision for the future of the site
Increase process transparency, and ensure efficiency adhering to the 90-day
timeline

COMMUNITY VISIONING PROCESS GOALS
To answer the prior stated objectives, this visioning process pursued
the following lines of inquiry:
-

The aspirational role of 70 Mulberry Street in its community
-

-

Role within the
community

The building’s design and construction
-

-

Explore the roles 70 Mulberry Street fulfilled in the past; learn about the
community’s visions and identify values surfacing through them; and
understand where the community’s viewpoints are in opposition, and
where they align.
Explore the building design aspects under consideration for the
rebuilding process, and how the community weighs in on them; surface
and understand concerns, opportunities, and potential trade-offs
associated with different building scenarios.

Future service offerings and programming
-

Identify the most pressing needs and wants across the community and
how these might addressed through service offerings and programs at
70 Mulberry Street.

Program &
service offerings

Building
design &
construction

ZOOM PARTICIPATION ETIQUETTE

Before we get started …
●
●
●
●

●

Please note that this meeting will be recorded
When speaking up, please introduce yourself, and the group or
organization your are representing
Allow everyone a chance to speak, and listen carefully
Please mute yourself if you are joining from a noisy background, and use
the chat function, should you not be able to join the conversation using
your microphone
Let us know your full name. Click the ‘participants’ button, then press
“more” and enter your full name.
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General Findings

TOP COMMUNITY CONCERN: TIME
41.6% of respondents selected a lengthy
rebuilding process as their top concern, indicating
that speeding up rebuilding time was a top
priority.
Participants expressed a desire to move forward quickly
with the process, and strong concerns about possible risks
associated with losing momentum, including a potential
(a) extended duration, (b) loss of the associated funds via
reappropriation and changing political priorities and
administrative change, (c) cancellation of the rebuilding
process altogether, and (d) loss of economic and other
opportunities while the process is ongoing.

“

Priority is to have the 70 Mulberry rebuilt ASAP so that the free
services can be restored

What are your biggest concerns about the rebuilding process of 70 Mulberry Street? Choose
up to 3. (N = 551) Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning Survey

COMMUNITY CONCERNS: OWNERSHIP AND BUDGET
Following concerns about timing, privatization of the building and the possibility of a reduced budget
were the top two concerns. There was a strong desire to control these two factors to ensure that 70
Mulberry Street remains a public good.
Potential transfer of ownership

Possibility of reduced budget

34.3% of the respondents selected the building might
be sold to a private developer as one of their top three
concerns. Many community members perceived
privatization of the building as equivalent to a loss of
community services, with management and operations
not working in the public's interest.

33.6% of the respondents selected $80 million might
not be added in the next budget. The inability to see
proof of the budget allocation fueled the community's
fear, leading to the belief that the City will not uphold
the budget due to the current pandemic crisis and
administration shift next year.

“

“

The building should be maintained as a community building—
the only nonprofit building serving the community.

Is $80 million guaranteed? Where can we see it?

COMMUNITY CONCERNS: UNIQUE CHARACTER AND CONTEXT
Across stakeholder groups, there was a call to memorialize 70 Mulberry Street’s long-standing connection
with the community, its unique historical architecture, and its relationship to its immediate surroundings.

Loss of unique character

Negative impact of a high-rise on the neighborhood

32.3% of the respondents were concerned that 70
Mulberry St. might lose its unique character.
Community stakeholders saw the building's
uniqueness as a combination of non-profit tenants'
services, historical architecture, and relation to its
neighborhood, creating a sense of community.

27% of the respondents were concerned about the
negative impact of a 20-story building on the
neighborhood. More than just being compatible,
participants voiced hopes for the new building to fit
the character of its neighborhood and manifest its
distinctive and evolving narrative.

“

“

A place for immigrants coming to the community and a place
where they can build friendship, sense of community, interest
and appreciation for arts and culture.

Maintain the skyplane: for the light onto the street, if you are
building any higher that would impact the sunlight of others.

COMMUNITY SENTIMENT
There was a broad awareness across stakeholder groups that this was a
once in a lifetime opportunity, manifesting the hope for an exceptional
outcome resulting in a newly built facility that can serve and inspire
many future generations.
The community perceived the rebuilding of 70 Mulberry Street as a multi-faceted
opportunity that:
(1) recognizes and honors Chinatown’s heritage,
(2) acknowledges and manifests its community’s contributions at large,
(3) ignites a reconciliation and healing process, and
(4) spurs local economic activity.

COMMUNITY SENTIMENT
Skepticism, mistrust, frustration, and anger often supersede hope for 70 Mulberry’s future stemming
from a long-term expressed lack of investment and public support of the Chinatown community and
reinforced by the ongoing health crisis and its economic repercussions.
Skepticism and distrust

Frustration and anger

The ongoing pandemic, expressed historic
disinvestment, and lack of public support have led to
skepticism and distrust that the City will uphold its
commitment.

The lack of information on the allocated budget and
trade-offs related to different building scenarios
further exacerbated stakeholder skepticisms.

“

“

Even if the money is in as a line item, we are in a pandemic…

Lacking of information on issues raised prior, we are feared that
if this will continue...
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Findings: Role of 70 Mulberry Street

ROLE OF 70 MULBERRY STREET
The majority of the participants saw 70 Mulberry
Street as a community anchor with 71.7%
selecting Community as the top value associated
with the building.
The community members perceived the building as
layered with multiple experiences of the old and the
young, the new immigrant, and the multi-generational
Asian American. Respondents desired the space to serve
the dual function of social interaction between different
ethnicities and a resource aggregator for the broader
Asian American community.

“

I think it’s so important that Chinatown has a central arts
hub, and multi-purpose community space for the
preservation of Chinese-American history.

Which of the following values do you associate with 70 Mulberry Street? Choose up to 3. (N
= 551) Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning Survey

ROLE OF 70 MULBERRY STREET: COMMUNITY
At 70 Mulberry Street, many service recipients and alumni of the old school had experienced immersion in
Asian American history and culture and a sense of belonging in a community that supports them. The
participants expressed the importance of the need to regain that community.
New building, old spirit

Unite old and young

Learn and support

The new building's experience would
have to balance the past and the
future, memorializing and continuing
the old public school and service
center community's spirit while
expanding to new community
members.

The participants saw the building as a
space where young people can learn
about Asian American culture and
unite with the older population
groups to heal trauma caused due to
xenophobia and racism.

The community members saw
bringing people together to meet
new people that support and learn
from each other as a critical part of
the community supported by 70
Mulberry Street.

“

The building should honor the past but
look forward to the future. [...] Bringing
back old culture but introducing it to
the new generation...

“

For our next generation’s and
community’s development, this is the
best place to provide various services
for the community.

“

A space where generations meet [and]
interact with each other...

ROLE OF 70 MULBERRY STREET: HERITAGE
Heritage was selected by 39.6% of survey respondents, ranking second amongst values associated with
70 Mulberry Street. The community widely understands the building as central to Chinatown and New York
City’s Asian culture and heritage, providing a place to express Asian American identities and serving as a
home for arts and cultural programming.
Heritage

Learning

With many participants advocating for the preservation its
cultural heritage as represented in a diverse range of
identities - incl. among others, Chinese American, Asian
American, Immigrant, and New Yorker - an opportunity
emerges for the building to play a role in bridging across
cultures within the larger Asian American community
and serving as a center of cultural education for young
people.

A large number of community participants wanted to
continue the educational legacy of the building, first as
a public school and later as a center for vocational
training and cultural archives.

“

Keeping traditional Chinese traditions alive [and]
engaging Chinese Americans of all ages to participate in
festivities.

“

It is a place for immigrants coming to the community and a
place where they can build friendship, sense of community,
interest and appreciation for arts and culture.

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND IDENTITY
The building provides an opportunity to
develop Asian American consciousness
through a range of programming and
connection of artists at different scales - local
to global.
There is broad-based alignment on the need to
preserve Asian American cultural heritage, participants
saw cultural heritage identity as multi-faceted Chinese American, Asian American, Immigrants, and
New Yorker.

“

The building should honor the past but look forward to the
future…We continue to respect and celebrate the diversity of this
community [in the new building] … Bringing back old culture but
introducing it to the new generation...

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree =
-2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 486-545) Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning
Survey
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Findings: Building Design Considerations

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: A MULTIPURPOSE SPACE
Above all uses, the majority of the participants desired a multipurpose community space at 70 Mulberry
Street, followed closely by a desire for a performing arts center. There was a general disagreement with the
idea of the building as a suitable site for affordable housing, despite an acknowledgement that Chinatown
needs affordable housing.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree = -2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 542, 545, 543). Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning
Survey

“

Affordable housing is a need but I am not sure if 70
Mulberry Street is an ideal location for it…

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
The majority of participants strongly agreed that the building represents a cultural landmark and should be
set in context, reflecting the character and heritage of Chinatown in its future design and architecture.
Participants also articulated a need for the new design to take cues from its immediate context and wider
surroundings to achieve an integrated overall concept.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree = -2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 549, 546, 545). Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning
Survey

“

The new building design should respect the historic
context and immediate surroundings…

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
There was a strong desire for the rebuilding process to involve local organizations, contractors, and
architects with a deep understanding of Chinatown's context, history, and culture.

On-the-ground expertise

Local contractor and architect

There was a desire for the local community
organizations to be involved in the rebuilding process
given their acute understanding of immediate needs of
the neighborhood and long standing connection with
the community.

Community members desired local contractor and an
Asian American architect to be hired for the rebuilding
process. They perceived an Asian American architect to
understand the cultural nuances and carry forward the
building's cultural and historic legacy better.

“

“

We had thought the rebuilding process would involve
local community organizations such as ...

An Asian American architect should be hired…

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT
There was an urgent need among different groups, and alignment within the broader community, on the
need for an expedited preservation assessment to determine what can be restored, along with associated
expected costs. The preservationist group also desired the evaluation to be shared with the public in a
meeting and used to inform the engagement process and recommendations report.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree = -2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 545, 543, 542, 542). Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community
Visioning Survey

“

Professionals should help us understand what can be
preserved. The City should hire a consultant to conduct
the preservation assessment…

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: RESTORED FACADE, MODERN INTERIORS
The majority of the participants strongly agreed on the need to create modern interiors while restoring the
building’s shell, specifically the stone facade. Some participants urged the design process to consider out of
box ideas and inbuilt adaptation and flexibility for future technologies.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree = -2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 545, 543, 542, 542). Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community
Visioning Survey

“

The interior space should be reconfigured to meet the
modern needs and adapt to future technologies …

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: ULURP IS NOT DESIRED
As noted before, most community members want to speed up rebuilding time and do not want a ULURP
process that would make the process lengthy. While there was some concern expressed about potential
negative impacts on the neighborhood associated with a taller building, most community members were
neutral about additional floors in a context where ULURP is not required.

To what extent do you agree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly disagree = -2 to strongly agree = 2. (N = 485, 540, 546). Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning
Survey

“

A taller building should be set back and is not worth it if
lengthens the rebuilding process …

BUILDING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: HEIGHT
As mentioned before, there is a broad consensus and recognition that 70 Mulberry Street is more than just
a building resulting in suggestions and recommendations to consider its immediate surroundings in the
rebuilding process to ensure it fits within the neighborhood. Most participants were concerned that a 20story building would have a negative impact on the area and felt more comfortable with 8–10 stories, with
the additional stories set back and within as of right per current zoning.
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Findings: Service Offerings and
Programming

SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
Participants expressed enthusiasm for a range of
programs and services during the community
meetings. Among these, cultural and arts
programs (77.1%) and community services
(69.7%) emerged as the top two preferences.

“

Having culturally based programming, a central
information hub for Chinatown that directs people to all
the places and services available in Chinatown

Besides the services and programs offered by the five non-profits that occupied the building
before the fire, which of the following programming would you consider a best fit for
additional space that might be available in 70 Mulberry Street after the rebuilding process is
over? Choose up to 3. (N = 551) Source: 70 Mulberry Street Community Visioning Survey

NEEDS
The most frequently expressed community needs
related to support of a cultural hub (64.8%) and
multi-purpose space (62.4%) to provide
community services.
Additional requested needs related to cultural and arts
programs centered around a performance center (30.5%),
opera theater (19.1%), and artist support through
exhibition space (12.3%). The community services
requested included language training center (20.2%),
human services center (18.7%), and an independent
library (10.2%).

“

We need a one-stop multi-purpose place that goes for
everything.
Which of the following needs do you consider to be most pressing within the stakeholder
community of 70 Mulberry Street? Choose up to 3. (N = 551) Source: 70 Mulberry Street
Community Visioning Survey

CONSIDERATIONS FOR MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE
The community members mentioned multiple considerations for the multi-purpose space with the ultimate
goal of bringing the community together and providing a nurturing environment.

Supports digital technologies

Adaptable to different programming

Community-led Management

An engineering set up that allows the
space to bring in modern digital
technology and allow for
transforming digital technologies to
be plugged in the future

An innovative design that provides a
column free space that can
accommodate diverse range of
programs

A governance structure that allows
the space to be managed with a
community-centric approach

“

It is important for Chinatown to
rebuild this center, repurpose it, and
bring in new technologies.

“

We need a place for institutional
programs, art programs to develop art
skill, larger performing space, hub for all
generations, a sign-up space for food and
voting, and a space welcomes newcomers.

“

Supporting quote

CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Some cultural and recreational facilities were repeatedly mentioned as a need by the community members
that the building might not be able to accomodate. Also, a rigorous needs assessment of existing facilities in
Chinatown would be needed to determine specifications for each facility.
Performance Center

Independent Library

Gymnasium

A performance center specifically for
Cantonese Opera that could provide
support for both local artists and be
at an adequate standard to invite
global artists.

An independent library that records
and makes accessible rare artefacts
and books that are not accepted by
the public libraries

An indoor gymnasium that supports
programming offered by Eastern
Athletic Association. Currently, the
service recipients have to travel to
different boroughs to access courts.

“

Having Art and culture hub for
exhibition and performance spaces.

“

We could have an open floor space,
an indoor gymnasium...

3
Recommendations

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
In light of its history, it is clear that 70 Mulberry Street is far more than a building, but rather an integral
part of the Chinatown community. 70 Mulberry’s past role and legacy illuminates a set of overarching,
guiding principles 3x3 is recommending to define the City’s approach to the implementation of the
rebuilding process of 70 Mulberry Street.
01 Time-sensitivity of reconstruction

02 Protection of cultural commons and heritage

The City should prioritize speedy reconstruction and
expediency of return of the tenants so they can
resume programming for the service recipients.

The rebuilding process of 70 Mulberry Street presents
a unique opportunity to offer the physical space to
house, develop, pass on, and protect Chinatown’s
cultural commons and heritage, and ensure its
longevity for future generations.

Local elected officials should continue to advocate for
the continued appropriation of funds and ensure 70
Mulberry remains a priority into the next
administration.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
70 Mulberry Street is the accumulation of its design and architecture, its tenants and service recipients, the
services and programs offered, as well as its longstanding cultural and historical heritage vivid in the
memories of many community members. Its diverse constituents play a significant role in contributing to
Chinatown’s social, economic, and cultural development, while fostering a resilient, culturally rich, and
cohesive community.
Community-centered role

Cultivation of a learning and supportive environment

70 Mulberry Street’s community is the most vital asset
to its future, and its protection should be paramount.
Interests of these groups should be taken into close
consideration, and remain integral to any future
schematics or decisions related to the rebuilding
efforts including its ownership, architecture,
construction, interior design, management,
programming, or service delivery.

70 Mulberry Street should provide a learning
environment where individuals can meet new people
and support and learn from each other. In
continuation of the educational legacy of the
building, 70 Mulberry Street should address the needs
of the immigrant community and offer programming
that supports the development of language, digital,
and workforce development skills.

PROGRAMMING
Culture and the Arts, as well as Community Services surfaced as the most demanded services and
programmatic efforts by the participating community. As such, the rebuilding of 70 Mulberry Street should
serve as an opportunity to improve conditions for existing tenants, as well as explore and build the
foundation for an expansion of cultural, artistic, and community services and programs.
Improving conditions for 70 Mulberry Street tenants

Open up space for new services and programs

The rebuilding process should be seized upon as an
opportunity to restore tenants’ businesses and homes,
yet also adapt them to meet emergent needs and
standards.

The rebuilding process should include identification
and creation of new spaces within the building that
provide the greatest flexibility possible to serve a
diversity of needs. The creation of a common
performance space, in particular, should be taken into
consideration given its demand across the community.

WELCOME CENTER
An accessible and well-lit entrance and lobby that draws visitors and integrates a series of spaces designed
to provide an informative and immersive experience for both planned and spontaneous visits.
Visitor information center

Independent Library

Provide information and tickets for events, screen the visitors for
safety, and support new and current members to navigate different
programs and service offerings at 70 Mulberry Street. The
information center could extend into the gallery and exhibition space
with small retail and cafe to encourage visitors to linger and engage
with the art installations.

If feasible, 70 Mulberry Street could be an
appropriate site to host an independent
library that focuses on accessible rare
artifacts and books that are not included
in public library collections. The library
should offer resources and information
on the educational programs available in
the building that can improve the skills of
the newly arrived immigrants and people
of the community.

Resource aggregator
A community resource finder can be installed at the welcome center
to provide easy access to resources, community programs, and
services offered at 70 Mulberry Street and other facilities in
Chinatown.

MULTI PURPOSE AND ADAPTABLE SPACE
An adaption of the interiors to state-of-the-art standards will allow existing and new tenants to adapt their
offerings to needs surfaced through this visioning process including, among others, the need for a cultural
hub, (64.8%) and a multi-purpose space (62.4%).

Flexible and adaptable space

Affordable and extended opening hours

Concepts that maximize space flexibility to expand
space use to the greatest extent possible should be
prioritized. Implement an innovative design that
provides a column-free space that can accommodate a
diverse range of programs and spatial configurations.

Programming and operations that allow the
community space to be comfortable, affordable, and
open at evenings and weekends.

MULTI PURPOSE AND ADAPTABLE SPACE
The creation of a common community space, in particular, should be taken into consideration given its
demand across the community.
Foster healing through multigenerational programming

Support digital technologies:

The programming should accommodate for a range of
activities that encourage community participation as well
as stimulate increased activity and interest in Chinatown,
and bring young people and seniors together in one
space.

Include an electrical and technology plan that allows
the space to support modern technologies with
capacity for adaptive responses to emergent and
future technologies.

Young people should be able to learn about Asian American
culture and unite with older population groups to heal
trauma caused by xenophobia and racism.

COMMUNITY ARTS AND CULTURE SPACE
Provided the buildings more recent legacy as a local cultural hub, participants expressed desire to expand
on its existing assets (its tenants) to provide a home for other forms of community cultural production.
Access amongst diverse cultural groups

A community theater

A mechanism for the local arts and cultural groups to
rent the shared community space for rehearsals,
productions, and performance.

While the participants did not see 70 Mulberry Street
as the ideal venue for a larger performance center,
many saw it as an appropriate context for a black box,
small venue, or rehearsal theatre with a supporting
maker space for production, and dedicated space for
storage, dressing rooms, and back stage circulation.

Exhibition and event space
A space to accommodate rotating exhibitions as well
as large events, for community gatherings or bookings.
The space should have uninterrupted wall surfaces for
display.

COMMUNITY ARTS AND CULTURE SPACE
In addition, some floors could include dedicated space for rotating public-facing exhibitions and larger
public events. These programmatic opportunities also provide a possible revenue stream for space rentals
and box-office sales, to be potentially managed by a larger non-profit.
Indoor Gymnasium

Makers/collaboration space:

An indoor gymnasium that supports programming
offered by the Eastern Athletic Association (Currently,
service recipients have to travel to different boroughs
to access courts).

The rebuilding provides an opportunity for a
makerspace, a series of studios and labs for
productions such as sound recording and
stage set productions, etc. that supports the
community theater and community space.
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Recommendations: Building Design

PRIORITIZE PRESERVATION WHILE MAXIMIZING FAR
The most substantial alignment across stakeholder groups concerning the future design of 70 Mulberry
Street relates to preserving the building to an extent that allows it to retain its characteristic appearance as
a cultural landmark while maximizing, and possibly expanding, available building space within as of right, in
accordance with the overarching call for additional space throughout this process.
Prioritize preservation while maximizing available
space and flexibility

Memorialization

Existing structures should be preserved, and previous
yet demolished spaces should be rebuilt and taken to a
state-of-the-art level with an emphasis on tenant
needs and flexibility. As much space as can be gained
under as of right should be made available as a multipurpose, flexible space to Chinatown’s community as
whole to connect, learn, perform, and celebrate its rich
culture, traditions, and art.

The future management of the building should identify
opportunities to memorialize the rich immigrant
history and legacy of PS 23. Strategies could include an
exhibition in the reception area, art installation in the
lobby, or a wayfinding system that related to the
memories of people in different spaces.

BUILDING SCENARIOS: PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT
One of the most critical areas of tension surfaced with regard to the extent to which the building should be
preserved. As such, a comprehensive preservation assessment that takes into account the history and
function of 70 Mulberry Street is deemed as necessary to provide context as well as identify and assess the
building’s preservation needs.
Foundation

Facade design

Historic architectural components

The preservation assessment should
determine whether the foundation
can be restored and support the
weight of the reconstruction and
additional floors.

The preservation assessment should
determine how much of the stone
façade can be salvaged and the
associated cost. There is a strong
desire in the community to retain a
sense of connection with the old
building through the continuity of the
stone façade.

The preservation assessment
should also determine what can be
restored while laying out
recommendations for appropriate
handling and disposition of
historical architectural elements
that cannot be restored.

BUILDING SCENARIOS: CONSIDERATIONS
There was unanimous agreement on the need to create modern interiors that is more accessible and
adapts to multiple needs of the cultural groups. Recommendations for space planning include:

Improved space management

Maintain high ceiling height

Advanced technology

Reconfigure the interior space to
maximize its use by tenants and other
cultural and non-profit groups in the
area. To the extent possible, the
floors should have a column-less
space with movable walls that can
render the space flexible and
adaptable to meet diverse needs.

Retain the high ceiling height from
the previous building design to
accommodate the needs of the
tenants and other cultural groups
that utilize the additional height for
displays and installations.

Design the space with
consideration for soundproofing
and advanced communication as
well as media technologies given
the cultural use of the building.
Consideration should be given to
ease and mobility solutions that go
beyond standard ADA
requirements.

BUILDING SCENARIOS: CONSIDERATIONS
The community aligned on the need for the building to be set in the neighborhood context. Community
members desired measures that will mitigate the negative impact of the construction on local businesses.
Recommendations related to these community concerns include:

Neighborhood contextualization

Construction Management

Build within the current zoning and
utilize the setbacks to humanize the
scale and set the building in context,
up to eight (8) to twelve (12) floors,
as feasible per determination by
preservation assessment. Avoid going
through a ULURP process as this
would slow the overall

Rebuilding process should aim to
minimize traffic disruption to mitigate
any negative impact on businesses
that are in the vicinity of 70 Mulberry
Street.

BUILDING SCENARIO

Chen Dance Center,
Chinatown Manpower
Project, CPC Senior Center
Museum of Chinese in
America, United East

Additional Facilities: Multipurpose
community space, makers studio,
exhibition space

Community-centric governance and
operations of the additional space (TBD
in consultation)
Building owned by the City

Original Tenants (41,358 sq ft)

Tenant-led management structure
Building owned by the City

Welcome Center

If additional coverage possible in
the courtyard

5 floors

Maximize additional
space within as of
right

3–5 floors

Feasibility to be determined by technical experts post preservation assessment

Community Theater /Auditorium

COMMUNITY SPACE MANAGEMENT
A need emerged for a shared space management model that provides guidelines for the community space
usage and maintenance, and ensures equitable access. Options to implement such a management model
will require further assessment by DCAS to find a structure that is in alignment with its current policies.

CONCLUSION
The legacy of 70 Mulberry Street lies in its role as a repository of collective memory and its ability to
function as a transformational space for individuals seeking to forge and maintain a sense of community
identity and belonging.
If rebuilt with a commitment to community accessibility and heritage at its core, 70 Mulberry Street is
positioned to continue to host a diverse and changing range of valuable cultural and social services, and in
doing so embark on a new chapter that will sustain its position as a focal point in the community, nurturing
social agency and supporting meaningful connections across generations as it has done for nearly 130
years.

DCAS NEXT STEPS
-

Final Report Available on DCAS’ website
-

-

Pre-Design Phase
-

-

Preservation Assessment

DCAS 70 Mulberry Website:
-

-

Comments due via email by Friday, January 8th

www.nyc.gov/70Mulberry
70Mulberry@dcas.nyc.gov

DCAS will provide the next formal update at the Community Board 3 Land Use, Zoning, Public & Private
Housing Committee Meeting in February

Q&A

Thank you!

